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SAF Holland Fi�h Wheels
HOLLAND fi�h wheels embody a history of evolutionary designs that expand fi�h wheel function and value. These innovative
advancements guarantee performance and offer proven value for your application.

SAF Holland Fi�h Wheels (https://hollandfi�hwheels.com/)

Product Highlights

HOLLAND FW35
The world’s most popular fi�h wheel.

LOAD CAPACITY: 55,000 lbs Vertical Load
PULL CAPACITY: 150,000 lbs. Drawbar Pull

The FW35 Series is the world’s most versatile and proven fi�h wheel. This premium fi�h wheel is designed for years of
guaranteed performance, and has been the foundation for revolutionary new ideas that expand fi�h wheel function and value.

https://dtnapartscap.com/
https://dtnapartscap.com/
https://dtnapartscap.com/login/
https://hollandfifthwheels.com/


Top Movers

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION ATTRIBUTE 1 ATTRIBUTE 2

HLD XA 351 A L P PLATE TOP

HLD FW0165 0091 FIFTH WHEEL

Available in a variety of models, including the FW31 NoLube™, the FW35 meets the needs of the transportation industry for today
and beyond.

HOLLAND FW31
An over-the-road, fi�h wheel with NoLube technology.

LOAD CAPACITY: 55,000 lbs. Vertical Load
PULL CAPACITY: 150,000 lbs. Drawbar Pull

The FW31 combines the proven reliability of the FW35 top plate with the innovation of patented HOLLAND NoLube technology to
provide the industry’s first completely grease-free fi�h wheel. The FW31 Series eliminates the use of grease on the top plate
surface, between the top plate and bracket, and in the lock mechanism.

Benefits of a HOLLAND NoLube Fi�h Wheel:
- Reduces lubrication cost and time.
- Extends maintenance intervals and improves shop productivity. Absence of grease allows mechanics to work faster.
- Maintains consistent steer effort, even in sharp turns, to help reduce steer tire scrub/wear.
- Keeps shops safe and clean while helping to meet EPA regulations.
- Preserves the environment and prevents excess grease citations and fines.
- Improves driver productivity – no re-greasing on the road while providing a smoother, more fluid ride and constant feel for the
way the trailer pulls.

HOLLAND FW33
An over-the-road, fi�h wheel with LowLube technology.

LOAD CAPACITY: 55,000 lbs. Vertical Load
PULL CAPACITY: 150,000 lbs. Drawbar Pull

The FW33 is designed specifically for the vocation industry. It combines the proven reliability of the FW35 top plate with the
innovation of patented HOLLAND LowLube technology to provide a grease-free fi�h wheel. The FW33 Series eliminates the use of
grease on the top plate surface and between the top plate and bracket.

Benefits of a HOLLAND LowLube Fi�h Wheel:
- Reduces lubrication cost and time.
- Extends maintenance intervals and improves shop productivity. Absence of grease allows mechanics to work faster.
- Maintains consistent steer effort, even in sharp turns, to help reduce steer tire scrub/wear.
- Keeps shops safe and clean while helping to meet EPA regulations.
- Preserves the environment and prevents excess grease citations and fines.
- Improves driver productivity – no re-greasing on the road while providing a smoother, more fluid ride and constant feel for the
way the trailer pulls.

The FW33 fi�h wheel is available with a variety of options and accessories. See all available options and accessories for the
FW33 in the right-hand column.



HLD 10402720 TOP PLATE ONLY

HLD RK 351 A L KIT REBUILD

HLD XA S1A L P SIMPLEX S1 ASSEMBLY

HLD RK 331 1 KIT LO LUBE PLATES

HLD FW35A824XL00 WHEEL ASSY, SLIDING

HLD FW35 7729XL FIFTH WHEEL

HLD XA 201 A24L UP P PLATE TOP

HLD 4000504 SHOE POLY KIT
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Warranty Information

SAF-HOLLAND warrants all Commercial Products(products other than those normally used for personal, family or household

purposes) manufactured by it, when properly installed, to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use

and service for a period of two years from the date of manufacture with the exception of elevating fi�h wheels, for which the

warranty period is ninety (90) days. This warranty is void with respect to any product which has been altered in any way from its

manufactured condition such as by intentional modification, accident, corrosion, misuse, failure to provide necessary and

reasonable maintenance, and is exclusive of normal wear. Written authorization from SAF-HOLLAND must be obtained prior to

returning any part or parts. No charges for transportation or for labor performed on SAF-HOLLAND products by unauthorized

persons will be allowed under this warranty.SAF-HOLLAND extends a limited warranty on all Consumer Products (products

normally used for personal, family or household purposes) to the retail purchaser only. A copy of the current Consumer Products

Limited Warranty for extension to the retail purchaser may be obtained from SAF-HOLLAND upon request.

 

Warranty Downloads (http://www.safholland.us/us/en/literature)

http://www.safholland.us/us/en/literature
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